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The story in this book is incredible but true. It is about secret societies, how they have directed the

course of civilization and how they influence your life today. Most people don't realize they exist

because their minds have been conditioned to reject any thought of such organizations. In this

book, Dr. Monteith reveals the amazing facts he discovered in his almost 40 years of research. He

reveals the identity of the mysterious forces behind the men who rule the world and why some of

our leaders have dedicated their lives to destroying our nation. After reading "Brotherhood of

Darkness," you will never look at the world the same way again.
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Dr. Tim LaHaye, Author, Minister, Christian Educator The future has never been more precarious for

Western Civilization. Dr. Stan Monteith is one of the very few who place the blame on the

Luciferians in high places who use media, government, education and other vehicles to control the

mind in the long war against God for the souls of mankind. Until you understand who that enemy

really is you are NOT adequately equipped to oppose it. This book will equip you! Colonel Ron Ray,

USMC (Ret.), Former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense It has been a privilege to follow Dr.

Monteith's important work and research. I recommend most highly his inquiries into the interlocked,

disproportionate ability of secret societies to undermine We The People's influence and often direct

much of what public men and governments do. I particularly admire his tireless research and

dedication to understand the Power Elite and the invisible government, as Ephesians 6:12 declares.



John Stormer, best selling author of None Dare Call It Treason Brotherhood of Darkness is an

extremely valuable and comprehensive evaluation of the history and influence of the numerous

conspiratorial forces working to destroy American independence and build the one world

government each believes they will control. --Christian Educator

Dr. Tim LaHaye, Author, Minister, Christian Educator "The future has never been more precarious

for Western Civilization. Dr. Stan Monteith is one of the very few who place the blame on the

Luciferians in high places who use media, government, education and other vehicles to control the

mind in the long war against God for the souls of mankind. Until you understand who that enemy

really is you are NOT adequately equipped to oppose it. This book will equip you!"  Colonel Ron

Ray, USMC (Ret.), Former Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense "It has been a privilege to follow

Dr. Monteith's important work and research. I recommend most highly his inquiries into the

interlocked, disproportionate ability of secret societies to undermine We The People's influence and

often direct much of what public men and governments do. I particularly admire his tireless research

and dedication to understand the "Power Elite" and the "invisible government," as Ephesians 6:12

declares."  John Stormer, best selling author of None Dare Call It Treason "Brotherhood of

Darkness is an extremely valuable and comprehensive evaluation of the history and influence of the

numerous conspiratorial forces working to destroy American independence and build the one world

government each believes they will control."

This contains some excellent information for people who don't know about the history of secret

societies and who belonged to them! Believe me there are quite a few of them. In fact, it is these

societies who gave birth to the term conspiracy, but today the clever evil ones have tried to

'assassinate' the word conspiracy itself by associating the demonizing label of conspiracy 'theorist'

to anyone who tries to get others do delve into real conspiracies that conspiracy INVESTIGATORS

have uncovered. There is nothing new about dark brotherhoods and Dr. Monteith covers quite a

spectrum of players and their places in history, as well as just how much influence they have had in

war, peace, revolution and social control. There is a bit too much repetition and redundancy in the

writing but if you want to understand what is going on today under the surface of what you see and

hear in their wholly owned media it's worth plowing through! You may find some of it disturbing to

your everyday paradigms, but that's the idea isn't' it? To shake you with the truth and let you sort it

out. There are some real surprises when you find out how some of the new forms government

succeeded in their quest to rise and just who funded, aided and abetted them. You'll also find out



that so-called 'philanthropists' and foundations are not always used to help humanity in general, but

rather to further the aims of those with dark plans and powers! The money channeled through these

front foundations is a big part of that dark power! Most of what is really happening is 'dark' to the

general public BY THE DESIGNS of the dark brotherhood, hence the term conspiracy! Read this to

further your understanding of how our world is shaped to work by them not us! The good news is the

we can change it, and we do that with our personal efforts and an understanding of the evil that

must be overcome!

Montieth has done what I felt was next to impossible; he summarized a large volume of complex

information and condensed it into into a small and understandable format. The work he must of put

in to summarize all the books and movements of government power over the last 100 plus years is

impressive. Up until now I felt that The Naked Capitalist by Skoussen was the best introduction to

the real power structure in our world. No longer! Skoussen' book is still well worth reading, but

Montieth does so with a more modern approach (Skoussen's book was written in 1980). If you are

new to learning about secret societies than you really must read this. One of the best and most

concise books on our shadow government ever written.

Brotherhood of Darknessby Stanley MonteithThis one is not primary source info but footnotes it and

is a good place to start.Excellent book, This is a short history, but still very comprehensive as to the

groups and individuals it covers and it is about who really control's the world (referring to Humans

not Spiritual sources). From Skull and Bones, to the illuminiti, to the Masons, To the Theosophists,

To the Jesuits, The Rose-croix, to the New Age, and on and on. Monteith also covers key players

among these groups, in Government and industry, we see the into weaving nature of who is in

"control" of this world, If you really want to know what is happening and why then this book explains

allot, as I read it I was searching its footnotes out and proving all of them to be true; You will see

who these people are, and what they have done and are doing. You want to know who really

financed and built the USSR (and who financed the second Bolshevik russia revolution, Yes there

were two, a democratic one, and a communist one, did you know that?). You Believe Jewish

Bankers are responsible Think again, (the central european banks predate any jewish bank

ownership) You believe the propaganda the elders of the protocols of Zion, Think again,

propaganda and a smokescreen to cover for them, That's what THEY want you to believe (it serves

there satanic purpose), You believe the Masons are good or you believe there evil, What is the

truth? You will learn about circles inside of circleIs, you will see how this small group co-opted and



or created all these dispirit groups mentioned above and more, including the masons, who all have

the same goal; a one world government. You want to know who is financing the Communist

Chinese now? You will learn about a Man who was not elected but controlled two US presidents.

When you read this you will feel like you just woke up from living in the matrix; I highly recommend

it.

Every American NEEDS to read this book. Not only it very informative but even more surprising. I

was flabbergasted at the things I discovered about our country and our government. The American

people haven't a clue about what is really going on on global level and how our government is

involved in it. The deep, dark and ugly secrets of government are exposed and I realized just how

much our history books have seriously been censored and led us to believe many things there are

not even close to the truth. Now, everything I see, read and hear about American and global events

all make sense. We are being led down the path to despair and destruction and we follow along

happily in total ignorance,

Easy to read book of 140 pages. Dr. Monteith makes many claims that may be hard to believe. He

has condensed a wealth of info into a small book. But he supports his conclusions with many

references. After reading this book, I suggest reading "Tragedy and Hope" (1300 pages) by Carroll

Quigley, "Wall Street and the Boshevik Revolution", National Suicide", and "Wall Street and the Rise

of Hitler" all 3 books by Antony Sutton. I also recomend "None Dare Call it Conspiracy"--Gary Allen,

and "Socialism, The Road to Slavery" by Dr. John Coleman.
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